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Modern Architecture:  Tower Grows Its Own Skin Conceptualized by California-based architecture firm Faulders Studio, GEOtube is a new kind of urban sculptural tower 
proposed for Dubai that uses salt water to grow its own skin.
The building sucks up water from the Persian Gulf (the source of the world’s saltiest ocean water) through a 3 mile (4.62 km) underground pipeline, and then sprays it over a mesh 
facade. As the water evaporates and salt deposits  aggregate over time, the tower’s  appearance transforms from a transparent skin to a highly visible white solid plane. The result 
is a specialized habitat that provides an accessible surface to harvest salt.
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Darat King Abdullah II
Performing Arts Centre, Amman
Conceptual design  12 000 sqm
Commissioned by the City of Amman                Zaha Hadid Architects



Zaha Hadid Architects 
The Galaxy Soho project - a 330,000 sq m commercial complex comprised of office, retail and entertainment outlets - is defined by its rolling swathes of stone encased in 
aluminium cladding and insulated glass.
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The Galaxy Soho project - waves like a ribbon in the breeze in a smooth movement that we have come to expect 
from Hadid’s architecture.
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Silver Style BMW hybrid concept car

Grid Glam Paris Show F/W 14



Ceramics take on a modern architectural look



‘Brazil’, a limited-edition armchair designed by Daniel Widrig:   The chair has been digitally prototyped, structurally and ergonomically tested and optimized through 
digital dynamics simulation as used in the aerospace, automotive, and biomechanics industries. This process allowed for a fast and flexible design development and a straight-
forward realization of the complex geometry of the piece.The chair is built from laminated wood sheets via a 5-axis CNC router. To save materials and production time, its 
geometry is split into multiple components that are digitally nested onto sheets of laminated wood and CNC machined. The components are then assembled, glued and hand 
finished. Through the CNC milling, the layered structure of the laminated wood is exposed and underlines the topography of the chair’s surface.

CNC PRINTING



3D PRINTING

Universe Architecture: Dutch architecture studio is planning to construct a house with a 3D printer for the first time.  
The Landscape House will be printed in sections using the giant D-Shape printer, which can produce sections of up to 6 
x 9 metres using a mixture of sand and a binding agent. 

http://www.d-shape.com/
http://www.d-shape.com/


 Daniel Widrig  Kinesis (2012) Polyamide
3D printed jewelry collection
Private commission

3D PRINTING



3D Printing Mini Me the ultimate “ it’s all about me” Ever wanted a life-like miniature of yourself or loved ones? Now's your chance, thanks to Omote 3D, which will soon be 
opening what's described as the world's first 3D printing photo booth in Harajuku, Japan. There, visitors will have their bodies scanned into a computer, a process which takes 
about 15 minutes. Then the company prints your statuette on their 3D color printer in one of three sizesThree different sizes of 3D prints are available, with prices ranging from 
$264-$528 dollars

3D PRINTING



Bike Safe Boston’s Joshua Zisson: Has created a glow in the dark bike, it is powder coated in 
what he calls a fairly inexpensive material and when subjected to light reflects. Top right Nike reflective vest.



Nomadic life full of uncertainties may allow an opportunity for vagabonds to curb their adventurous spirit, but one cannot resist the furies of nature without proper shelter and 
equipment in winters. Making the life a bit more comfortable for nomads, Bulgarian designer Georgi Djongarski has come up with a tent named the “i-gloobox” that provides 
a safe refuge in harsh weather conditions. Consisting of two main parts, pockets made out of thick waterproof fabric linked together with sticking band and a cart finished in 
folding plastic or aluminum, the portable tent is easy to carry and install wherever you need it. When combined together, the pockets strengthen the tent to stay firm even in 
snowy storms. In addition, each part of the tent can be replaced reciprocally with the other to ensure easy maintenance on the go.
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London Design Festival Clothes hangers by designer and recent graduate Lisa Marie Bengtsson use charcoal to soak up bad smells so clothes need 
washing less often the Bye Bye Laundry clothes hangers are attached to a chamber of activated charcoal, a form of carbon that's been processed with oxygen to be 
exceptionally porous and absorbent.
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http://www.dezeen.com/events/2012/london-design-festival-2012/
http://www.dezeen.com/events/2012/london-design-festival-2012/
http://lisamariebengtsson.com/
http://lisamariebengtsson.com/


Japanese Ceramic Artist Fumiaki Goto
Beautiful shapes made as a visual object and useful tool, the tip is infused with graphite carbon and can be used for drawing 



MARIA MILAGROS 
BOURONCLE RODRIGUEZ

UQAM, Canada

Packaging
Determined to combine eco-efficiency 
with simple yet striking aesthetics, 
Maria Milagros Bouroncle Rodriguez 
has redesigned the tea sachet. The 
minimalist black box opens to reveal an 
explosion of colourful sachets, each one 
a piece of paper folding art in itself, and 
able to be recycled. 'Drinking tea is an 
uncomplicated, delicate and tasteful 
experience of discovery, and I wanted 
the packaging to reflect this journey,' 
she says.
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OTÍLIA ERDÉLYI   Moholy-Nagy University Of Art And Design, Hungary  Packaging
'Every project has a different problem for the designer to solve. I prefer the simple solutions,' says function-focused Otília Erdélyi. The elegant, one-piece eggade from natural 
microwaved cardboard and is not only practical, but also requires much less material than traditional cartons. 'My goal was to design an innovative package using a small amount 
of material. You just get the eggs out by taking off the sleeve and pulling back the top side.'
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COLIN CUMMINGS
Brigham Young University, US
Packaging
Collin Cummings created a package for the Savannah Bee Company's organic raw range inspired by the dichotomy between the aesthetic and the functional nature of honey. 'I 
have always loved how, despite involving such an old and somewhat industrial process, everything about honey is so beautiful,' he says. 'I aimed for a simple message and the 
chance for discovery'. His packaging incorporates glass bottles embellished with bee-inspired graphics, topped with wooden lids, and labeled with strong typography that offers 
the consumer information and serving suggestions.
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DESIGN 
REPURPOSE

REPURPOSED SAILS MADE INTO BEAN BAGS


